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ABSTRACT:
The study has been conducted by me in the field of Human Resource Management (HRM)based on the topic "Wearing

down analysis and Retention Strategies". An investigation was finished with respect to assurance of elements causing

increment in whittling down rate and discovering some maintenance apparatuses at HDFC SLIC. The housing and

development financial corporation standard life insurance company ltd. is one of India's biggest private lives back up

plan. Weakening is diminishment regarding the number of workers as of retirement, abdication or demise. Contrary to

that, maintenance is holding a worker in association for longer time length. Maintenance procedures if appropriately

implemented would change the current path for development and speed of effect with associations. HDFC-SLI (standard

life insurance company LTD)takes after Parichay, Shikhar, Umang, and Sparsh as their Retention instruments. The

examination configuration utilized in the venture is Exploratory Research Design. The examination instrument utilized

for the planning of this undertaking is Questionnaire. Significant finding of the investigation was that most extreme

quantities of representatives of HDFC SL were happy with the workingcondition and conduct of different representatives

yet they were not happy with the execution examination framework, preparing and improvement, and so forth. So the

concerned offices should take more intrigue and more powerful activities like preparing, improvement and so forth to

enhance the inadequacies.
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Introduction:

 Shikhar is one of the Employee Recognition Programs.The main objective of this program is
rewarding and recognizing the outstanding contributions provided to the business.It can be applicable to all

employees of the bank and insurance department.The recognition occurs “Bi-Monthly”

The Criteria for recognition is as follows:

1. Some creative initiatives, that are along thelines of the company’s goals and aims for induvisual
cpabilities.

2. Must always contribute to encase all the goals for HDFCSL.
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3. It must be finished up based on additional standard execution like "Well beyond".

SPARSH:SPARSH is a worker correspondence program that is directed almost every year, over the

organization with the main intention of associating representatives of the organization's vision and building

employee force and understanding about the organization's goals and plans. It also gives them a stage to the

represent and to meet key chiefs under one rooftop and go into an open discussion with them. This activity is a

stage towards building straight-forwardness within the framework andin this way it makes HDFC SL a more

grounded place to work in.

UMANG: It is aimed at being a fun at work program. The major aim of the program is to make an exciting

space at the usual and monotonous work environment. Umang facilitators are called in each local to chalk out

exercises each month and ensure that the programs are running. The logbooks are refreshed every 30 days on

the green paper, under the area "UMANG" that would gives some amount of exercises, to get ready for the

next month. In Umang, the dashboard gives points of interest of monthly led exercises and that in turn is

transferred on the green paper in the 30 days following the time frame forthe exercises.

LITERATURE REVIEW:

In the five star of universes, staff would extremely like their occupations, similar to their colleagues, work

troublesome for their managers, get paid well for his or her compositions, have sufficient probabilities for

headway, and bendy plans so they could take care of private or hover of relatives wants while key and never

take off. Be that as it may, despite what might be expected there is the "container". In reality, work force, do

leave, either on the grounds that they need more cash, detest the working conditions, loathe their associates,

require a substitute, or because of the reality their significant other gets a more extended process in some other

state.So what does that entire turnover price mean? And which employees are possibly to have the highest

turnover also,who is probably going to last the longest with the organisation?The main outcome of this

research was aimed at noticing the rising trends of attrition mostly voluntary from the banking sector. The

main reason was monotony of work schedule. These employees had allegedly reported to have “burnt out”
and completely lost the will to work in the field any more. The research also showed that just over 40 percent

of the employees that left the organisation had moved onto the hospitality industry. The reasons that showed

up were mainly that they hated going to work everyday or even the fact that there were barely any employee

engagement activities for higher level positions as they are to already be accustomed to the functioning and

working of the banks.Everybody’s capacity to procure knew about best employment scraped-spot bet of in the

midst of 15 for each 100 and 20 for each 100 in the product area. However, even these pale in moral story to

the tender of turn around that the remittance business gathering with its workers. Traditionalist evaluations put

the scraped area bet at 35-40 for every 100. The opening up of the region around nine years back gave

remittance counsels new openings and a holy messenger remake as “thelife allowance representatives". Be

that as it may, little has burdened in the basal properties of the business - recompense still should be inundated

to an apprehensive people. A considerable measure of counsels who go with in eagerly, impelled by dreams of

"getting proliferating award for the harder work" and included such motivational drive, suited the authority.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: The goal of the examination improved the situation the organization was to

think about the reasons for expanding rate of weakening in the organization of its representatives and

discovering some more maintenance apparatuses. In addition the auxiliary point was likewise to discover the

reasons for wearing down and to contemplate the different maintenance systems utilized by the organization

by getting reaction from the workers who will leave or effectively left HDFC SLIC. Notwithstanding, if

investigated the survey the reason for discovering the reasons for expanding weakening of workers was a very

effective exercise. The plan utilized as a part of the task is Exploratory Research Design. It is the underlying

exploration led to clear up and characterize the idea of the investigation. It is the subjective examination of

data gathered through every single conceivable source. In this way data gathered is subjective in nature.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUTIONS: The essential practices which ought to be remembered in the

representative maintenance systems are

 Hire the perfect individuals in any case.

 Empower the representatives Give the workers the expert to complete things.

 Make workers understand that they are the most significant resource of the association.

 Have confidence in them - believe them and regard them.

 Provide them data and information.

 Keep giving them input on their execution.

 Recognize and value their accomplishments.

 Keep their resolve high.

 Create a situation where the representatives need to work and have some good times.

Research Analysis:

From the data we realize that the employees are pretty aware of the appraisal programs in the organisation, we

find out that employees do believe that appraisal is essential and also helps in keeping some levels of

motivation higher.

Employees believe that their growth in the organisation solely comes from performance appraisal.

This was a very big area of concern for me. Employees feel that these activities are not conducted every year

as they are to be scheduled. And this too was one pressing issue involving high rates of attrition. As we have

stated earlier as well monotony proves to be a major concern for all the insurance employees. They feel like

they haven’t been doing anything new or different since the past couple of years. This clearly proves that

many employees if had the chance would skip industry almost instantly.

Hospitality or the restaurant business is what they rather do than coming and working at the bank.

Amid the undertaking, I found the causes or reasons of expanding steady loss in HDFC SLIC and I think these

can be expelled or can be overwhelmed by making essential strides. There I might want to recommend few

focuses or some maintenance devices over which top administration should think and make restorative move

to defeat those causes because of which HDFC SLIC and different insurance agencies are confronting high

rate of whittling down.
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Recommendations:

 During the project, I found the causes or reasons of increasing attrition in HDFC SLIC and I think these
can be removed or can be overcome by taking necessary steps. There I would like to suggest few points or

some retention tools over which top management should think and take corrective action to overcome

those causes due to which HDFC SLIC and various insurance companies are facing high rate of attrition.

 Most of the people surveyed were satisfied with the working conditions provided by HDFC SLIC and
they were very much aware of the company’s product & their comparative advantages over the
competition in the market.

 The respondents also liked Job profile provided by the company.

 There were respondents who were having a good experience of working with HDFC SLIC.

 It was clear and evident from the study that there was no problem like bad behavior of colleagues and
superiors in the organization.
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